PRESS RELEASE

Registration Open for Fall Semester Career & Technical Education Classes at Siskiyous

Weed / COS – You have goals. Big goals. Maybe you want a better job, financial security, or a better life for you and your family. Things may seem uncertain right now. But your future is not on hold and we’re here to help. Now is the time to make the future yours! Enroll today for the fall semester at College of the Siskiyous. We are offering face-to-face, remote and ‘all’ online classes this coming semester. Early registration is recommended to get the classes you need and want. Registration is currently open for fall semester Career and Technical Education classes at College of the Siskiyous. Fall semester classes begin August 22nd. Contact the CTE Office for information by calling (530) 938-5512 or view the CTE website at www.siskiyous.edu/cte/.

- **Legal Aspects of Evidence (ADJ 1503 / CRN#7550) Online** - This course examines categories of evidence and legal rules governing its admission and exclusion in the criminal process.
- **Concepts of Criminal Law (ADJ 2002 / CRN#7171) Online** - This course offers an analysis of the doctrines of criminal liability in the United States and the classification of crimes against persons, property, morals, and public welfare. Special emphasis is placed on the classification of crime, the general elements of crime, the definitions of common and statutory law, and the nature of acceptable evidence. This course utilizes case law and case studies to introduce students to criminal law.
- **Criminal Court Process (ADJ 2526 / CRN#7172) Online** - This course provides an examination and analysis of due process in criminal proceedings from pre-arrest through trial and appeal utilizing statutory law and state and constitutional law precedents.
- **Criminology (ADJ 2528 / CRN#7523) Online** - This course explores crime, criminals and the social context of crime by examining the theoretical explanations for criminal behavior. Emphasis is placed on crime causation and the influence of social structure, process, and conflict as they relate to criminal behavior.
- **Business Communications (BA 1004 / CRN#7539) Online** - This course applies the principles of ethical and effective communication to the creation of letters, memos, emails, and written and oral reports for a variety of business situations. The course emphasizes planning, organizing, composing, and revising business documents using word processing software for written documents and presentation-graphics software to create and deliver professional-level oral reports.
- **Managerial Accounting (BA 1501 / CRN#7522) Online** - The study of how managers use accounting information in decision-making, planning, directing operations and controlling. It focuses on cost terms and concepts, cost behavior, cost structure and cost-volume-profit analysis. It includes issues...
related to cost systems, cost control, profit planning, and performance analysis in manufacturing and service environments.

- **Programming I (CSCI 1007 / CRN#7157) Online** - This course develops computer programming skills in an object-oriented language. Topics covered include: algorithm development, variables, modular programming, object oriented programming, control structures, and the use and modification of classes and their objects.

- **Introduction to Computer Aided Design (MFG 1010 / CRN#7540) Yreka Campus** - Orthographic projection, dimensioning, tolerancing, working drawings, free-hand sketches, and industry drawing standards are introduced. Student use 3D models and assemblies at an introductory level. Emphasis on third angle projection and proper drawing format.

- **Introduction to CNC Machining (MFG 1130 / CRN#7541) Yreka Campus** - Manual CNC programming is introduced using standard G-code format. Introduction to Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) software. Use of CAM software to develop CNC Programs designed to operate CNC Machine tools. Measuring tools such as micrometers, calipers, and height gages are introduced. Part setup, work coordinate offsets, tool length offsets, and program simulation are introduced. Emphasis on 2 and 2.5 axis milling.

- **Power Plant and Field Pipe Welding I (WELD 0957 / CRN#7202) Weed Campus** - This is an advanced course designed to prepare students in power plant and field welding. This course includes shop safety, oxy-fuel cutting, air carbon arc cutting, shielded metal arc welding, and pipe welding.

- **Beginning Welding (WELD 1101 / CRN# 7196) Weed Campus** - This is a beginning welding course designed for the student interested in acquiring basic welding skills to be used in trade or service occupation. Emphasis is placed on the main structural joint designs using SMAW in all positions. Power sources, electrode identification, joint designs and techniques. Oxy-fuel cutting processes and techniques are covered as well.

- **Advanced Welding (WELD 1102 / CRN#7197) Weed Campus** - This is an advanced welding course designed for the student interested in acquiring the essential welding skills necessary to function in a trade or service occupation. Emphasis is placed on oxy-fuel / plasma cutting and arc welding in the vertical and overhead position.

- **Metal Fabrication (WELD 1103 / CRN#7204) Weed Campus** - This is a beginning metal fabrication course designed for the student interested in acquiring basic fabrication skills to be used in trade or service occupations. Emphasis is placed on metal fabrication and iron working equipment.

- **Welding Qualification (WELD 2101 / CRN#7201) Weed Campus** - This course is designed for the student seeking employment as a qualified production welder. The student can qualify in plate to the appropriate code in the F.C.A.W., G.M.A.W., G.T.A.W., and S.M.A.W. processes.

For class registration information, call the Enrollment Services Office at (530) 938-5500. The Weed Campus can also be reached by calling (530) 938-5555 or toll-free, (888) 397-4339. Register in person at the Weed Campus or register online (anytime) at [www.siskiyous.edu](http://www.siskiyous.edu).